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ABSTRACT: Synthesizing graphdiyne with a well-defined
structure is a great challenge. We reported herein a rational
approach to synthesize graphdiyne nanowalls using a
modified Glaser−Hay coupling reaction. Hexaethynylben-
zene and copper plate were selected as monomer and
substrate, respectively. By adjusting the ratio of added
organic alkali along with the amount of monomer, the
proper amount of copper ions was dissolved into the
solution, thus forming catalytic reaction sites. With a rapid
reaction rate of Glaser−Hay coupling, graphdiyne grew
vertically at these sites first, and then with more copper
ions dissolved, uniform graphdiyne nanowalls formed on
the surface of copper substrate. Raman spectra, UV−vis
spectra, and HRTEM results confirmed the features of
graphdiyne. These graphdiyne nanowalls also exhibited
excellent and stable field-emission properties.

Over the past two decades, tremendous efforts have been
devoted to searching new carbon allotropes where novel

forms such as fullerene,1 carbon nanotubes,2 and graphene3

have been added to the family. All-carbon materials possessing
certain advantages of light weight, flexibility and diverse
fabrication approaches have been studied experimentally and
theoretically.4 Different types of carbon allotropes have been
constituted by altering the periodic binding motif in networks
consisted of sp, sp2, and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms.5

Specifically, graphyne, which was first proposed by Baughman
in 1987,6 refers to a family of carbon allotropes merely
composed of sp- and sp2-hybridized carbon atoms extending in
a 2D plane. Among various predicted structures, graphdiyne is a
certain framework containing hexagonal benzene rings
connected by diacetylenic linkages. It is predicted to be the
most stable carbon network containing diacetylenic linkages
with a heat of formation of 18.3 kcal per gram of atoms C.7

With a highly conjugated structure, remarkable electronic
properties,8 uniformly distributed pores, and distinct optical
properties, graphdiyne is forecasted to be promising for various
applications in semiconductor devices,9 electrode material,10

lithium storage,11 hydrogen storage,12 gas separation,13 high
third-order nonlinear optical (NLO) susceptibility material,14

solar cells,15 etc. Meanwhile, it also exhibits great photocatalytic
performance when hybridized with TiO2 or Ag/AgBr.

16,17

To date, several attempts have been reported about
establishing feasible pathways for the preparation of graph-
diyne. Pioneer work was concerned with employing convergent
synthesis to synthesize a series of building blocks of graphdiyne
based on dehydrobenzoannulenes.18,19 Attempts to graphdiyne
preparation were also conducted in UHV system where some
six-membered oligomeric cyclic units were synthesized with the
assistance of metal surface.20 However, such routes mentioned
above are not applicable to scalable synthesis of graphdiyne. In
2010, a graphdiyne film with a thickness of nearly 1 μm was
successfully fabricated on the surface of copper foil via an in situ
Glaser coupling reaction.21 Since then, several follow-up studies
reported the achievement of various morphologies of graph-
diyne, e.g., graphdiyne nanotubes22 and graphdiyne nano-
wires23 through a template-assisted method and a vapor-
transport process, respectively. However, explicit component
characterization and morphology-controlled synthesis of graph-
diyne are still in their infancy. Achieving graphdiyne with
different well-defined structures and distinct properties may
make a significant contribution to both basic study and
development process of such a new type of carbon allotrope.
Herein, we report a feasible synthesis route of graphdiyne

nanowalls by employing a modified Glaser−Hay coupling.
Glaser coupling is a classic reaction to prepare 1,3-diynes,24 and
it has also been proven beneficial to the synthesis of graphdiyne
film.21 For the structural control of nanomaterials, catalyst
distribution and monomer concentration are critical factors.26 It
would appear that Glaser−Hay coupling is a good candidate for
synthesizing graphdiyne with a well-defined structure. It is a
crucial modification reported by Hay indicating that addition of
catalytic amount of a nitrogen ligand N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyle-
thylenediamine (TMEDA) allowed the coupling reaction to be
carried out with a rapid rate in other nonalkaline solutions such
as acetone.25 There are several merits of this reaction. First, the
coupling yield can be promoted because of the enhanced
solubility of the reactive species. Second, the generation of
copper ions can be properly tuned by additional amounts of
alkali so that the reaction sites could be regulated. Finally, with
a faintly acidic property of terminal alkyne, the monomer
hexaethynylbenzene (HEB) is supposed to be more stable in
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acetone solution rather than in pyridine with weak acidity. By
adjusting the ratio of pyridine and TMEDA and the
concentration of monomer, graphdiyne nanowalls were
observed, and after that, the morphology, composition, and
structure of graphdiyne nanowalls were studied systematically.
Notably, the unique structures with the conjugated plane and
abundant vertical sharp sheets enable graphdiyne nanowalls to
exhibit excellent and stable field-emission performance.
The schematic illustration of the synthesis process is depicted

in Figure 1a. Graphdiyne nanowalls were prepared through a

modified Glaser−Hay coupling reaction with HEB as precursor.
The commonly employed copper salt catalyst was replaced by
Cu plates. Briefly, copper plates were placed in the mixed
solution of acetone, pyridine, and TMEDA with proper ratio;
then, an acetone solution of procedure was added in a dropwise
manner. (See Supporting Information for details.) Copper is
easy to convert to Cu ions in the presence of a catalytic amount
of base,21 where a Glaser−Hay reaction took place efficiently
with the aid of TMEDA. By adjusting the dosage of N ligands,
graphdiyne nanowalls could be uniformly grown on Cu plates.
The morphology of the as-prepared graphdiyne nanowalls

was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Figure 1b,c shows typical SEM images, top and cross-sectional
views, respectively. Surprisingly, it was found that continuous
matrix of vertically erected nanowalls possessed large voids
submicrometers in diameter. The cross-sectional view suggests
these vertical walls are around hundreds of nanometers high.
Actually, the distribution of the nanowalls is remarkably
uniform over the whole substrate surface (typically 1 × 2
cm2). Furthermore, SEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
characterization (Figure 1d,e) of mechanically exfoliated sample
transferred on Si/SiO2 substrate indicate that such walls are of
layered structures with thicknesses ranging from several to
dozens of nanometers.

Figure 2a displays a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) observation of as-obtained graphdiyne nanowalls,

verifying that the walls are flat and continuous. High-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) characterization and corresponding selected-
area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns reveal the high
crystallinity of graphdiyne nanowalls in certain areas (Figure
2b). The lattice fringe is 0.466 nm in good agreement with the
theoretical result.8 Additionally, another form of crystal lattice is
shown in Figure 2c. It clearly reveals curved streaks with a
lattice parameter of 0.365 nm, which can be assigned to the
spacing between carbon layers,9,27 suggesting the presence of
curved graphdiyne sheets. This value is a slightly higher than
that of graphene28 owing to a more delocalized system of
graphdiyne. Moreover, the interlayer spacing value was also
studied theoretically. With different stacking configurations, the
value varies within the range of 0.340−0.365 nm.29

In addition, the elementary composition and bonding
structure were studied systemically with X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), Raman spectroscopy, and UV−vis
absorption spectroscopy separately. The spectra of XPS
indicate that the graphdiyne nanowalls are mainly composed
of elemental carbon (Figure S4), which is identical to the result
of energy-dispersive spectrometery (EDS) in Figure S5. The
peak at 284.8 eV shows essentially identical binding energy for
the C 1s orbital. In detail, the peak of C 1s can be deconvoluted
into four subpeaks, corresponding to sp2 (benzene rings) at
binding energy of 284.5 eV, sp (CC) at 285.2 eV, C−O at
286.4 eV, and CO at 287.5 eV, respectively.30 The presence
of elemental O derives from the adsorption of air in the pores
of nanowalls and small amounts of oxygen-containing of
groups. They come from oxidation of some terminal alkyne,
resulting in some defects. Beyond that, Raman spectroscopy is a
powerful tool to monitor Raman-active carbon−carbon triple

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. SEM
images of graphdiyne nanowalls on Cu substrate: (b) top view, (c)
cross-sectional view. (d) SEM image and OM image (inset) of an
exfoliated sample. (e) AFM image of an exfoliated sample on Si/SiO2
substrate. The height profile is taken along the white line, representing
a 15.5 nm thick film.

Figure 2. (a) TEM image and (b and c) HRTEM images of
graphdiyne nanowalls; related SAED patterns are in corresponding
insets. (d) XPS spectra of graphdiyne nanowalls for C 1s. (e) Raman
spectra and (f) UV−vis spectra of graphdiyne nanowalls.
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bonds. As shown in Figure 2e, the Raman spectrum displays
four prominent peaks around 1383.7, 1568.7, 1939.8, and
2181.1 cm−1, which are consistent with previously reported
values.21 The peak at 1383.7 cm−1 corresponds to the breathing
vibration of sp2 carbon domains in aromatic rings (D band).
The peak at 1568.7 cm−1 is due to the first-order scattering of
the E2g mode for in-phase stretching vibration of sp2 carbon
lattice in aromatic rings (G band).30 The peak at 2181.1 cm−1

can be attributed to the vibration of conjugated diyne links.21

As for terminal alkyne monomers, a sharp peak around 2106
cm−1 can be detected for carbon−carbon triple bond stretching
(Figure S6). When it reacts to diyne linkage, there will be an
obvious hypochromatic shift to 2181.1 cm−1. However, we have
not found explicite theoretical assignment to 1939.8 cm−1.
Careful analysis of our experimental system indicates that it can
only be assigned to some vibration related to carbon−carbon
triple bonds, and previous work expressed the same view.21

Relevant theoretical research has also been reported by our
group and revealed similar results.31 To investigate the optical
properties of as-prepared graphdiyne nanowalls, UV−vis
absorption analysis was also employed. Some previous studies
have demonstrated the correlation between the number of
chromophores and the absorbance frequency. Compared with
the monomer, there is an obvious bathochromic shift in the
UV−vis spectra (Figure 2f), indicating enhanced electron
delocalization through the extendedly conjugated π system.32

Concerning the growing mechanism of graphdiyne nano-
walls, we tried to trace the process of the reaction, and a feasible
mechanism of the process can be proposed and divided into
three steps (as shown in Figure 3a). First, with the presence of

a pyridine molecule, a small amount copper ions generated on
the surface of copper plates and dissolved into the solution act
as catalyst in the initial stage of reaction. Second, at these
catalytically active sites, the Glaser−Hay coupling reaction
occurred immediately with the presence of TMEDA. Because
the concentration of monomer solution was very low and it was
introduced by dripping slowly, only small amount of monomers
reacted at these sites, forming some single vertical graphdiyne
nanosheets. Finally, as the reaction progressed, more Cu ion
dissolved into the solution, and graphdiyne nanowalls became
more compact. Figure 4b shows the process as described above
corresponding to sequential time series. If more pyridine was
added, then more random structures could be observed (shown
in Figure S7) because too many copper ions came into the
solution in a short time, so the formation of graphdiyne
nanowalls originated from two factors: the slow release of
catalyst concentration and the rapid reaction rate of this
reaction.

For further explanation, the Cu plate was exposed to air after
pretreatment so that a small amount of metallic oxide formed
on the surface. As shown in Figure S7, the oxidation state of
copper can be observed from the XPS spectra. Thus, we
consider that the valence ascending of copper is ascribed to the
oxidation, and copper ions in reaction solution were also
detected by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis (Table
S1). It has been confirmed that Cu(II) could be reduced by
phenylacetylene to Cu(I). The homocoupling procedure
completes via a Cu(I)−Cu(II) synergistic reaction, and Cu(I)
plays a role as catalyst.33 From this point of view, both species
of Cu ion can form catalytically active centers.
With a highly conjugated structure and uniformly distributed

sharp walls, graphdiyne nanowalls are believed to exhibit
superior field-emission performance. The field-emission proper-
ties of as-prepared graphdiyne nanowalls are in Figure 4. Figure
4a shows the typical plot of emission current density J versus
the applied electric field (J−E curve). The Eto (turn-on field) is
about 6.6 V/μm, and Ethr (threshold field) is 10.7 V/μm. Figure
4b shows the corresponding Fowler−Nordheim (F−N) plots
and the corresponding fitted curve. The curve is very consistent
with the F−N mechanism, indicating that the electron emission
from the samples is a result of electron tunneling.34 The value
of Eto is higher than that of vertical graphene nanosheets35

because the carrier mobility of graphdiyne is much lower than
that of graphene.8 However, the value of Eto is still considerably
low among commonly used field-emission devices. In all,
graphdiyne nanowalls exhibit good field-emission properties
consistent with F−N theory. From the SEM images of
comparison between the nanowalls morphology before and
after field-emission test (Figure S8), it can be seen that some
walls were destroyed under a high current, whereas others were
intact. Furthermore, in contrast, the field-emission properties of
graphdiyne with random mentioned above showed substantially
higher Eto (12.6 V/μm) and Ethr (16.3 V/μm) because of the
lack of emission tips. The results show the following
conclusions. First, the graphdiyne nanowalls are consistently
of high density of effective emission tips, e.g., the edges of
vertically oriented thin walls as shown in Figure 1. Second,
some regions of the sample were merely with amorphization or
lower polymerization degree that could not endure a strong
current and were burned. Finally, the sheets of graphdiyne
nanowalls with regular structure are tolerant to a high current
attributed to the conjugated structure, indicating graphdiyne as
a candidate for all-carbon electric devices.
For the first time, graphdiyne nanowalls were synthesized

successfully via a modified Glaser−Hay coupling reaction by
regulating the catalytically active sites. It bears typical Raman
peaks of diyne and benzene rings along with lattice spacing of
0.466 nm. Also, such novel morphology of graphdiyne has
shown extraordinary and stable field-emission properties. The

Figure 3. (a) Proposed reaction process of graphdiyne nanowalls. (b)
SEM images of the formation process of graphdiyne nanowalls in time
series (from left to right, respectively): bare Cu plate before reaction
and 8 and 10 h after reaction.

Figure 4. (a) Typical plots of the electron-emission current density (J)
as a function of applied electric field (E). (b) Corresponding F−N
plots and linear fitting.
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strategy used here has thrown a glimmer of light on the
exploration of graphdiyne construction with a well-defined
nanostructure. With a better understanding of the reaction
process, it is promising to synthesize large domains of
graphdiyne with high crystallization and study some basic
properties of graphdiyne.
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